The 1 H, 13 C{ 1 H}, and 31 P NMR spectral parameters of some pyrophosphates were determined in CDCl 3 . The most complicated 1 H spectrum can be solved fully only as (A 3 MN)R 6 XX'R 6 '(MNA 3 )', where R 6 (= -N(CH 3 ) 2 ) is coupled only to phosphorus (X).
INTRODUCION
Organophosphate compounds have been studied for long because of their biological 1 activity and potential industrial use. Pyrophosphates are very important in biochemistry 2 . Basic formula for pyrophosphate anion P 2 O 7 4-points out that there are possibilities for several highenergy phosphate bonds. Tetraethyl pyrophosphate (compound 5) was synthetized already in 1854 3 and later 4 , it was found to be an effective insecticide. As such, it resembles phosphorus containing chemicals that have been banned 5 as Chemical Warfare (CW) agents. Compound 5 has been studied with NMR previously at 60 MHz and 100 MHz for 1 H and at ~25 MHz for 31 P frequencies 6 .
Several powerful NMR methods in determination of the structures of organophosphorus compounds have been published 7, 8, 9 . In cases of decomposing compounds, the decomposition products can be used to identify the original chemicals. In CW (Chemical Warfare) studies analysis of decomposition products is safer than handling the actual agents.
One of the decomposing routes of 31 P containing agents is oxidization, where the phosphorus containing compounds are forming pyrophosphates. The produced pyrophosphates are not stable in the environment but can be easily detected. Simulated spectra can also be used for identifying unknown chemicals from complicated matrices of non-purified samples 10 . This is a safe way to verify if some dangerous or even banned CW chemicals have been used.
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COMPOUNDS UNDER INVESTIGATION
The pyrophosphates under current study are composed of similar substructures that can be identified and studied separately using NMR spectroscopy. Figure Compound 5 is an interesting case. Despite the achirality of the molecule, all 1 H, 13 C{ 1 H} and 31 P spectra are very complex due to the second order coupling with the phosphorus.
As the magnetically nonequivalent 31 P nuclei are coupled to each other, the second order coupling comes visible through all the resonances. This renders structural elucidation more complicated and the full spectral analysis is necessary.
All of the compounds were modeled and their minimum energy conformations solved with semi-empirical PM3 method. The minimum energy conformations were used to evaluate the differences in the molecular conformations and as starting conformers for torsion energy calculations.
Torsional studies were done on each of the compounds over the P-O-P bridge. The energy level results reveal that the rotation is slightly hindered. Indeed, careful spectral analysis indicated that the rotation barriers are possible to be isolating some conformations. They can have divergent spectral parameters, which are not totally averaged in NMR timescale.
Hydrogen bonds are also possible and present in particular conformations. Potential hydrogen bonds were confirmed with AbInitio calculations for the compound 2 (see Supporting information).
The 1 H and 13 C NMR coupling constants available through analysis of all compounds were further verified with using them in simulation of the 31 P NMR spectra. In cases of compounds 3 and 5 it was impossible to find a good fit between the simulated and experimental 1 H or 13 C{ 1 H} spectra unless the two-bond 31 P-31 P coupling was included in the simulation.
ANALYSIS
Most of the 1 H resonances can be analyzed and simulated with sub-spectral analysis. If there is some second order system inside the structure, it can be used as part of each sub-system where the coupling has effect on the signal shape and on the combination lines. In the current analysis some of the molecules have two phosphorus nuclei that are coupled to each other with second order coupling. As phosphorus is a 100 % natural abundance spin ½ nucleus, the second order coupling has effect on the proton signals as well.
As Tabun (1) is previously known and NMR data has been published 11 , it was used only as a starting point in the analysis of the pyrophosphates. All NMR parameters needed to be optimized for the full spectral analysis of the compounds 2-5. C-a signal possesses unexpected features. The signal shape is more complicated than just a doublet. When the measured FID was apodized with a Gaussian windowing before Fourier transformation, there were six different peaks in two pairs for C-a resonance. All of them had different intensities. The difference between the pairs was equal to the visible coupling constant to the nearby phosphorus. The visible intensity difference did however not fit to the idea about one more coupling.
Because of the complicated signal shape compound 2 was modelled with PM3 method and the torsion energy barriers calculated over the P-O-P bridge. The tension energy in some angles was so large that it forced the other bond to rotate towards minimum energy. That calculation did not cover all the angles. So the other torsion had to be locked in a constant position while the other was rotated and the energy of the system calculated. The results are shown in Figure 4 .
As can be seen from the torsional energy map, the rotation energy barriers (over 30 kJ/mol with PM3 and around 200 kJ/mol with MM2) are enough to hinder the rotation. It could be possible that there are several rotational isomers overlapping, and the extra small peaks on the C-a resonance are explained by the amount of isomers in each stable energy level. This explanation would require confirmation by further measurements, for example in different temperatures. Such were not carried out for this study, which focuses on primary analysis of these compounds.
Additional H-bond interactions were modeled as well with setting the molecule in a predefined conformation and adding possible H-bonds to the structure minimized with AbInitio HF-611 MP structure minimizing calculations. Several stable conformers were found where the distance between methyl/methylene proton and some of the oxygens was shorter than 2.6 Å (see Supporting information). This could allow hydrogen bonding to be Figure 2 (after Table 1 ). that the resonance identification and the initial analysis of coupling constants were correct.
The simulated 31 P NMR spectrum is shown together with the experimental data in Figure 2 (after Table 1 ).
Analysis of compound 3
Compound 3 has two chiral centers and thus four isomers. Fitting of the H-c was less straightforward. Even when the coupling between phosphorus nuclei and all the couplings within the molecule were taken into account, the calculated signals did not fit perfectly to the measured resonance. The rationale behind this discrepancy could be the rotational isomers contributing to resonance line-shapes inside the peak patterns and coming visible in NMR timescale. Also the nearby nitrogen is having additional effect on methyl protons resonances. The rotation was modelled around the P-O-P bridge similar to compound 2.
The energy barriers on both cases were smaller (20 kJ/mol vs. 30 kJ/mol) for compound 3 than they were for compound 2 ( Figure 4 ). Moreover, compound 3 is more stable based on the calculated energy (see Supporting information). As the energy barriers are not separating the conformers, the spectrum is averaged in NMR timescale and data can be solved.
The parameters from the best fit are shown in Table 1 and the resonance signals between measured and simulated spectra in Figure 5 .
The carbon resonances in the 13 C{ 1 H} spectrum suggest coupling to two phosphorus nuclei, although the resonances are not doublets of doublets. The coupling routes to two separate phosphorus nuclei are different in length, i.e., the coupling constant is not the same, and coupling patterns does not fit to the measured. There are also additional small combination lines visible in the spectrum stemming from the second order system between the phosphorus nuclei.
As the samples were not 13 C enriched, the possibility for two 13 C nuclei being close to one another is small, and the coupling between the 13 C nuclei can be omitted. Each of the 13 C resonances stems from a C-P-P system, where the 31 P is parts of a second order spin system.
The coupling constant between magnetically non-identical phosphorus nuclei was first estimated to be the same as with compounds 2 and 4, where it was measured to be 17. and experimental data is shown in Figure 5 . The population differences were not taken into account in the simulation of phosphorus resonances and the linewidth used in calculation was same for both isomeric pairs.
Analysis of compound 4
Some signals of impurities are present under the signals of H-a, H-c, and H-d. That makes the iterative analysis more time-consuming. Fortunately the 1 H-{ 31 P} spectrum was also measured, and the 1 H parameters without 31 P couplings could be analyzed first. After solving the chemical shifts and the coupling constants they were copied to the analysis of the phosphorus coupled 1 H spectrum. When the copied parameters were kept locked, and only the coupling constants between phosphorus and each proton coupled to phosphorus were varied, the impurity signals could be identified and marked to be left out from the iterative line-shape analysis. After the line shape analysis the 1 H spectral parameters were accurate, and the locking of the chemical shifts and coupling constants could be removed. Final parameters were then solved iteratively. The results are presented in Table 1 , and simulated spectral resonances compared to the measured ones are shown in Figure 6 .
Torsional energy map over P-O-P bridge was calculated with PM3 method for compound 4.
There are similarities between the energy map in Figure 4 overlapping, but they can be analyzed with PERCH total line shape routines. Each carbon resonance can be analyzed separately as a sub-spectral part, but they were calculated and simulated together to make the signal intensities comparable. The results are presented in Table 1 and Figure 6 .
The two doublets in the 31 P{ 1 H} spectrum ca. 18 ppm apart correspond to the two phosphorus nuclei. The 17.9 Hz coupling between them is first order, and it does not have any effect on the other couplings inside the molecule.
The phosphorus resonances were simulated with the chemical shifts observed in the 1 H decoupled phosphorus spectrum and the coupling constants obtained from the 1 H iterative analysis results. The simulated 31 P resonances, P i and P ii , were calculated with different linewidths, 3.0 Hz and 0.5 Hz, respectively owing to nitrogen nucleus close to P i . Both of the used linewidths are marked on the comments in Figure 6 .
Analysis of compound 5
In the symmetric cases of compounds 3 and 5 the phosphorus nuclei are chemically but not magnetically equivalent. In the case of compound 5 the second order J-coupling between the phosphorus nuclei has an additional effect on the 1 H and 13 C NMR spectra, explaining e.g.
the triplet like resonance in the 13 C{ 1 H} spectrum.
Due to strong coupling between the phosphorus nuclei and the close proximity of protons, the 31 P-nuclei are coupled to each nearby proton and carbon in the structure. The second order effects between 31 P and 1 H contribute to other couplings and the signal shape becomes more complicated.
The simulated spectrum does not resemble the measured spectrum if only sub-spectral simulation is done. Good fit of simulated signal shapes was obtained only after including the complete 1 H system and two 31 P nuclei into calculations. The full 1 H spectrum is a result of (AA'E 3 M 6 ) 2 XX'(N 6 P 3 ZZ') 2 spin-system, where X and X' are the second order phosphorus parts. The results are presented in Table 1 and Figure 7 .
Using of the (AA'E 3 M 6 ) 2 XX'(N 6 P 3 ZZ') 2 spin-system resulted in a good fit except for the N- Table 1 , and the simulated resonances compared to the measured ones in Figure 7 .
31 P NMR spectra chemical shift had been measured previously 13 , and our results are not far from those. The 31 P spectrum was simulated with the final iterated parameters from 1 H analysis. Simulation produced visually good fit and the results are shown in Figure 7 .
CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS
A detailed NMR analysis of four biologically important pyrophosphates, was carried out.
Even if the spectral parameters of all compounds are close to the published parameters of Tabun, the iteration and final results could only be achieved with taking the whole spinsystems into the calculations. Only 13 C{ 1 H} spectra could be solved with sub-spectral analysis because of the isotopic abundance.
One feature that this analysis showed was that there can be second order effect distributed between other than proton spin ½ nuclei. Coupling between phosphorus nuclei had effect also on the signal shapes of protons and carbons.
Unexplained fine structures in the resonance of H-c of compound 3 and C-a of compound 2 were observed. Simple torsion energy calculations did not show real evidence for torsional isomers, which could have explained the fine structures observed experimentally. Hydrogen bond formation could be another reason for the observed splitting. Further calculations and measurements in different temperatures are needed to fully explain the spectral fine structure.
During the torsion energy calculations it was seen that the P-O-P bridge did not favor a discrete geminal angle, but varied quite a lot. Sometimes it flipped over to avoid opposing tensions between the groups connected by the phosphorus nuclei. This variation might be studied even further, since there are similar -O-bridges in many organic and inorganic compounds. Especially interesting would be the question, whether the geminal angle has any noticeable effect on the couplings.
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Exponential multiplication was applied using a 0.5 Hz line broadening factor.
The 31 P and 31 P{1H} NMR spectra were recorded with 64 scans, 4.5 µs pulse width (flip angle 45°), 6.0-17.2 s repetition time, 163 ppm spectral width, and 64 k points in the time domain. For the frequency domain 128 k points were used to obtain a digital resolution of 0.2 Hz/pt. Exponential multiplication was applied using a 0.5 Hz line broadening factor.
Computer analysis
The 400 MHz resolution enhanced 1 H spectra were transferred to the PERCH 14 NMR software. After the line properties and noise had been examined, the large spectral ranges containing only noise were removed, along with all unnecessary resonances. Automatic peak picking was performed and some overlapping signals were picked with TLS (Total Line Shape) routine.
The 1 H NMR spectral parameters ( H , n J H,H ) were analyzed with PERCH program by using LAOCOON and peak-top-fitting modes. The couplings from 31 P were solved from the splitting of each signal. Every analysis was completed with digital total line-shape fitting. The accuracy of the determined coupling constants is greater than that of parameters analyzed manually from the first order spectra.
The couplings of protons to phosphorus nuclei were confirmed with simulating the 31 P spectra with the chemical shifts and the coupling constants from 1 H analysis. Simulations of 31 P spectra with the 13 C satellites were made, but the results are not presented here. Simulated spectra with final results were compared to spectra without any extra enhancement, and visual good fitting was observed.
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